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About This Content

THE COMPLETE SOLUTION - STRAIGHT FROM THE DEVELOPERS!

The world of Antaloor is truly enormous - but now you can never get lost!

The official "Two Worlds II" Strategy Guide will make sure that you never miss an adventure, complete every quest and never
again get into a desperate situation in combat! All you "Two Worlds" fans out there who want to know everything about the
game will be thrilled by the Guide's 328 color pages – each one packed with pure developer know-how and knowledge. The

detailed maps with lots of markings let you zoom in on every fascinating inch of Antaloor. And besides the descriptions of all
the weapons, monsters, animals and plant and animal alchemy ingredients, there's lots of priceless statistical info about every
single being and object! There’s a Quest Index included too for a fast overview and targeted searching for specific solutions.

This Guide is a Must-Have for every Antaloor Adventurer!

Features

Descriptions of the main quest and all the side quests- including all the alternatives!

Detailed maps with solutions and lots of insider tips on the game!

Explanations about all your opponents - including their strengths and weaknesses!
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Detailed weapons statistics, with an illustration of every single weapon and all values!

A revealing excursion into the secret worlds of magic and alchemy!
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not very impressed, graphics suck, censors only seem to work under 10 km WTF is that .....TNG expansion the capt is holding a
P.A.D in order to carry out certain functions looks and feels completely stupid not recommended...unless I really missed
something good pressed the wrong button and ended up some where really far from where the fun is in the game ...it completely
blows chunks, the worst star trek game ever to date ...going to have to do a star trek 3 on it " the search for fun" maybe i just
missed something going to keep looking see what happens ...before you buy watch some video's of it you might change your
mind about buying it ....i bought it because it was 70% off not sure if that will even make me feel better about buying this crap
....if anyone can direct me to were the fun is in it please do i have allowed comments for just this reason ...thanks!. Reasonably
good HO game. Creative creatures and some good puzzles. The lack of a progress indicator for the "bookworm" achievement
was a bit annoying, but other than that, no real complaints.. Team Ninja Boardroom Meeting:

Team Ninja: "Tengu has such a distinct fighting style unlike anyone else in the game, how do we get more players to gravitate to
Tengu?"

Random Dev: "What if we made Tengu hot?". This is an awesome game especially for $10/£7.20
I already have 5 hours in it and will invest lots more as more content is added
The game is relatively bug free. I have come across a few but they have been hotfixed almost immediately

Pros:
Great soundtrack
Easy but engaging mechanics
Beautiful graphics
Great developers responses/support
Customisation
Casual but strategic gameplay
For any age range
Great progression

Cons:
At the moment there is only 4 islands so there is limited exploration but I know they plan for much more. A little bit English
Voice..............Switch back to Japanese Voice...
I regret picking the hard mode. I spend so much time in this game...
I don't regret play hard mode. I spend so much time in level-up and explore more ! (I don't use DLC)
My characters' level is 10 higher than Youtubers'.
Bosses are somehow easier to defeated than the monsters in dungeon....
I ended Chapter 6 yesterday. 56 hours in game. :O. Doesn't work on Windows 10. Had many issues with trying to get it work on
Windows 7 and it never fully worked (campaign missions were fine but the strategy map mode crashed every time after 1
battle). I've tried a few fixes and most don't even get it 1 second further into the game. Avoid this if you can unless you have a
hard drive with old versions of windows installed as these may work.

Don't waste your money otherwise. Steam also don't care as its a "third party developer" so they just pass you straight off and
copy and paste a response to you. Should have a warning on this game for W7,8 and 10 users as most will struggle to get it to run
properly.. Easily dismissed as a 2D-Portal copycat (funfact: it sorta is, but bear with me), and though lacking in many aspects, it
might still be sort of a fun game.

Yes, it has the same mechanics as Portal, and yes, it is 2D, but it is not only that. You have the space-wraping portal, but also the
- rotation portal which changes the direction of the gravity
- shrinking/growing portal
- time-wrapping portal

The combination these different portals give raise to a myriad of possibilities for endless headache. Whenever you face a new
puzzle, however, you might still be unable to solve it: you might need to revisit that puzzle in the future. For this reason, the
game gives you the choice of spending some "power orbs" in order to reveal if you can solve a specific puzzle or not.
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Which then brings the cons of the game. The map is huge and let me tell you, not fun to navigate at all. Curisouly enough, the
game is rather short: I have the feeling that if the puzzles would be presented linearly in their solveable sequence, this game
would have been even shorter. Also I felt like there could be more puzzles combining the portals, and the ending felt "lazy".
Also, this game screams for a little bit of a story in a comic/sarcastic tone, but there is *nothing*, be warned.

The puzzles are solid, enjoyable and not overly frustrating but also nothing ingenious. Achievements are fine, except for "That's
the way to do it" which cannot be obtained in Linux. If you don't support the achievement in a supported platform, please,
remove the achievement, that didn't even need to be said. Otherwise the game gave me no headache in Linux.

So as a puzzle game, this is a good (short) game. It could have been more, but that's all that it is. It might be enough.. Impossibly
bad. Although I give this game a positive reccomendation, I don't think the average person would enjoy purchasing it. It's a
mobile port. It's not even a  good  mobile port. From what I remember, it has a lot of bugs. Including ones that break the in game
currency, which is actually quite advantageous: this is a sandbox game. Literally. I barely touched the missions and stayed in the
sandbox mode, so if you came to learn all of a game mechanics and do puzzles, don't buy this game.

Overall, unless you  really  like sandbox games, don't get it. This is a positive review because I personally like it.. Fun game if
you find micromanaging your thing. Wish they made IV
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For $2, I suppose this game is okay, but I should have spent $20 on a better game. The campaign is fine (what you'd expect
from a $2 game), but it is brutally repetitive - build a medium sized base, complete main quest line, repeat. After 9 hours, I still
haven't seen half of the technologies\/structures because each level starts you at square one.

I tried to play a custom game and immediately discovered a room with lvl 15 monsters... So to be successful in custom games,
you should hide in your base and only explore after you have built up a strong army which might take a couple hours. Ugh, no
thanks.. very fun to play love the explor aspect of the game tho there are a few things that i would change,

remove the cut scenes they break up gameplay.
 make the music cotinue between levels and not restart after every one
revamp the settings menu please!!!!. I'm just a few hours in, but can heartily recommend this nuclear-throne-clone. Superb
value for it's very low price tag.. This franchise has the best jigsaw games on steam.
And I'm going to definitely give it a positive review.
All of these games deserve it. Pixel puzzles are gud.
We can't use custom images: That is disappointing.
But it's the only negative that this great game has.
Everything else is worthy of a nice positive review.. This game is a lot of fun. Can take a little getting used to moving so you
don't get motion sick, but the puzzles are lots of fun! There isn't a way to save your progress though, so if you want to stop
playing and come back later, you have to restart the game.. Dood, just buy it already.. Tundra: The Orange Juice Capitol of the
World.

Orbit: Who can resist the temptation of the Mystery Box? Who knows, it could even be a boat in space.
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